
The protagonist of
the story is the
statue of a
prince, who
stands on a tall
column
overlooking a
city. A swallow,
who has delayed
his migration to
Egypt for the love
of a reed, rests
on the statue's
plinth.



The statue is
coverd with
golden leaves,
has a ruby in
the sword and
two zaphires in
the eyes.

The Prince is
crying at the
injustices he can
see in the world
only now from
the top of his
column.



A swallow
has delayed

his
migration to

Egypt for
the love of
a reed.
During a
cold night
finds
shelter at
the feet of
the statue.



• The swallow
While is
sleeping feels
a drop of
water on his
head. He flies
next to the
Prince and
realizes he’s
crying,
because only
now he can
see the
miseries of
the people.



• The Prince asks
the swallow to
remove the ruby
that adorns his
sword, and give
it to a poor
seamstress with a
sick child; the
swallow does so.



• A seamstress is
sitting by her
son’s bed and
works hard
because he’s
ill and needs
some
medicine.
The prince
asks the
swallow to
take her the
ruby so she
can buy the
medicine for
the cares of
her son.



• A professor
looking
down into
the river sees
the swallow
and thinks
that he will
die becase
winter is
coming and
he cannot
reach the
warm
countries.



• The swallow
looking into a
cold attic sees a
young writer
who cannot
finish his story
because he’s too

Cold and he
brings him a
zaphir.



• The swallow flies
to the harbour
and decides to
go to Egypt, but
the Prince calls
him and asks to
take away his
eye and to give
it to the little
matchgirl
sitting in the
cold.



• The little
match girl is
sitting in a
corner and is
crying because
people don’t
buy her
matches and
she cannot go
home, because
her father will
punish her.
The swallow
takes off the
blue zaphire
and leaves it
in her hand.



• The next day the
swallow tells
strange stories to
the Prince about a
warm country,the
Egypt, the camels
and the merchants
and the sphinx. He
wants to leave and
reach his friends.



• The Prince asks
the swallow to fly
over the city and
to tell him what
he sees. There are
beggards sitting
at the doors,
pale, ill and
hungry children.

• The Prince asks
his friend to take
off his golden
leaves and bring
them to the poor.



Now the Prince is
blind and the
swallow
decides to
remain with
him forever
because he
can’t see
anything and
he doesn’t
want to leave
him alone.



The next
morning the
Major and the
Councillors
see the grey
and dull
statue of the
Prince and
decide to take
it down and
melt the
statue into a
furnace.
Everyone
wants his
statue in the
square.



• The men of the
furnace find the
heart of the
Prince that
doesn’t melt.
They throw it
away next to the
dead swallow.

• An Angels takes
the heart and
the swallow and
brings them to
God as they are
the most
precious things
in the city.
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